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 features can be used to distinguish different possible features can be used to distinguish different possible 
sounds or for other phenomena; e.g. animal vs sounds or for other phenomena; e.g. animal vs 
vegetable vs mineral vegetable vs mineral 

[+mammal] [+feline] [+ domestic] [+mammal] [+feline] [+ domestic] = house cat= house cat
 change one feature and :change one feature and :

  [+mammal] [+feline] [- domestic] [+mammal] [+feline] [- domestic] = lion, tiger, etc.= lion, tiger, etc.
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 features can be used to distinguish different possible sounds or features can be used to distinguish different possible sounds or 
for other phenomena; e.g. animal vs vegetable vs mineral for other phenomena; e.g. animal vs vegetable vs mineral 

                      [+mammal] [+feline] [+ domestic] [+mammal] [+feline] [+ domestic] = house cat= house cat
 change one feature and :change one feature and :

  [+mammal] [+feline] [- domestic] [+mammal] [+feline] [- domestic] = lion, tiger, etc.= lion, tiger, etc.
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 features can be used to distinguish different possible sounds or features can be used to distinguish different possible sounds or 
for other phenomena; e.g. animal vs vegetable vs mineral for other phenomena; e.g. animal vs vegetable vs mineral 

                      [+mammal] [+feline] [+ domestic] [+mammal] [+feline] [+ domestic] = house cat= house cat
 change one feature and :change one feature and :

  [+mammal] [+feline] [- domestic] [+mammal] [+feline] [- domestic] = lion, tiger, etc.= lion, tiger, etc.
  [+mammal] [- feline] [+ domestic] [+mammal] [- feline] [+ domestic] = dog, rabbit, etc. = dog, rabbit, etc. 

 you can further specify the entity by adding features, but in you can further specify the entity by adding features, but in 
phonology there is a phonology there is a limited inventory of possible soundslimited inventory of possible sounds, , 
therefore a therefore a limited number of featureslimited number of features
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Why Distinctive Features?Why Distinctive Features?

 can reduce sounds to a small set of features which can can reduce sounds to a small set of features which can 
bundle togetherbundle together

 this makes claims about the universality of language this makes claims about the universality of language 
 all languages share all languages share the same set of distinctive featuresthe same set of distinctive features  

(voicing, nasality, etc) but employ them to different (voicing, nasality, etc) but employ them to different 
extents, whereas all languages do not share the same extents, whereas all languages do not share the same 
phonemesphonemes
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Why Distinctive Features?Why Distinctive Features?

 can reduce sounds to a small set of features which can can reduce sounds to a small set of features which can 
bundle togetherbundle together

 this makes claims about the universality of language this makes claims about the universality of language 
 all languages share the same set of distinctive features all languages share the same set of distinctive features 

(voicing, nasality, etc) but employ them to different (voicing, nasality, etc) but employ them to different 
extents, whereas all languages do not share the same extents, whereas all languages do not share the same 
phonemesphonemes

 it suggests the it suggests the sub-atomic structuresub-atomic structure of the phoneme of the phoneme
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form a natural class - bilabial sounds, voiced form a natural class - bilabial sounds, voiced 
sounds, fricatives, etc.sounds, fricatives, etc.
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 it explains relationships among phonemes that form a it explains relationships among phonemes that form a 
natural class - bilabial sounds, voiced sounds, natural class - bilabial sounds, voiced sounds, 
fricatives, etc.fricatives, etc.

 accounts for various processes, e.g. assimilation, accounts for various processes, e.g. assimilation, 
harmony (spreading), etc.harmony (spreading), etc.
 English in- prefix:   English in- prefix:   ininaccurate    accurate    inintolerant    tolerant    imimpossiblepossible

                      
 phonetically motivatedphonetically motivated, although to varying degrees , although to varying degrees 

of abstractnessof abstractness
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Binary FeaturesBinary Features

 binarity makes use of binarity makes use of oppositionsoppositions to account  to account 
for differences for differences 
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Binary FeaturesBinary Features

 binarity makes use of oppositions to account for binarity makes use of oppositions to account for 
differences.  differences.  

 it is possible that binarity models the firing of it is possible that binarity models the firing of 
neuronsneurons in the brain in the brain

 useful for indicating strict useful for indicating strict presencepresence vs  vs absenceabsence of a  of a 
particular characteristicparticular characteristic

 in combination, they can make greater numbers of in combination, they can make greater numbers of 
distinctions among elementsdistinctions among elements

 the manner of calculation of different combinations of the manner of calculation of different combinations of 
binary feature distinctions follows the formula: binary feature distinctions follows the formula: 
Possible distinctions =   2Possible distinctions =   2no. of featuresno. of features
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Binary Features 2Binary Features 2
 so:so: 2222 =  = 44
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Binary Features 2Binary Features 2
 so:so: 2222 = 4 = 4 2233 =  = 88
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Binary Features 2Binary Features 2
 so:so: 2222 = 4 = 4 2233 = 8 = 8 2244 =  = 1616
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Binary Features 2Binary Features 2
 so:so: 2222 = 4 = 4 2233 = 8 = 8 2244 = 16 = 16

2255 =  = 3232
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Binary Features 2Binary Features 2
 so:so: 2222 = 4 = 4 2233 = 8 = 8 2244 = 16 = 16

2255 = 32 = 32 2266 =  = 6464
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Binary Features 2Binary Features 2
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Binary Features 2Binary Features 2
 so:so: 2222 = 4 = 4 2233 = 8 = 8 2244 = 16 = 16

2255 = 32 = 32 2266 = 64 = 64 2277 = 128 = 128
 therefore, 7 features can make up to 128 distinctions, therefore, 7 features can make up to 128 distinctions, 

10 features can model up to 1024 possibilities 10 features can model up to 1024 possibilities 
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Binary Features 2Binary Features 2
 so:so: 2222 = 4 = 4 2233 = 8 = 8 2244 = 16 = 16

2255 = 32 = 32 2266 = 64 = 64 2277 = 128 = 128
 therefore, 7 features can make up to 128 distinctions, therefore, 7 features can make up to 128 distinctions, 

10 features can model up to 1024 possibilities 10 features can model up to 1024 possibilities 
 no language has more than 128 contrastive sounds no language has more than 128 contrastive sounds 
 even with allophones, no language would have more even with allophones, no language would have more 

than 1000 phonesthan 1000 phones
 10 distinctive features10 distinctive features should be enough should be enough
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combinations of valuescombinations of values
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 one cannot always use all possible one cannot always use all possible 
combinations of valuescombinations of values

 for instance, the combination of the features for instance, the combination of the features 
[± High] with [±Low] yields [± High] with [±Low] yields only threeonly three  
possibilities rather than fourpossibilities rather than four
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 one cannot always use all possible one cannot always use all possible 
combinations of valuescombinations of values

 for instance, the combination of the features for instance, the combination of the features 
[± High] with [±Low] yields only three [± High] with [±Low] yields only three 
possibilities rather than fourpossibilities rather than four

 the fourth, [+High, +Low], is the fourth, [+High, +Low], is impossibleimpossible by  by 
definition (the tongue can’t be both high and definition (the tongue can’t be both high and 
low at the same time!)low at the same time!)
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 if we use if we use twotwo distinctive features, we have the  distinctive features, we have the 
following four possibilities:following four possibilities:
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 if we use if we use threethree distinctive features, we have the  distinctive features, we have the 
following eight possibilities:following eight possibilities:
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Major Class FeaturesMajor Class Features
 [Cons(onantal)]: produced with a [Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constrictionclose constriction in  in 

the oral cavitythe oral cavity  
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Major Class FeaturesMajor Class Features
 [Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in[Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in

the oral cavity the oral cavity 
 sustained vocal tract constriction at least equal to that sustained vocal tract constriction at least equal to that 

required in the production of fricatives (required in the production of fricatives (contact or near contact or near 
contact in vocal tractcontact in vocal tract))
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Major Class FeaturesMajor Class Features
 [Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in[Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in

the oral cavity the oral cavity 
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Major Class FeaturesMajor Class Features
 [Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in[Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in

the oral cavity the oral cavity 
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contact in vocal tract)contact in vocal tract)
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Major Class FeaturesMajor Class Features
 [Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in[Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in

the oral cavity the oral cavity 
 sustained vocal tract constriction at least equal to that sustained vocal tract constriction at least equal to that 
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Major Class FeaturesMajor Class Features
 [Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in [Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in 

the oral cavity the oral cavity 
 sustained vocal tract constriction at least equal to that sustained vocal tract constriction at least equal to that 

required in the production of fricatives (contact or near required in the production of fricatives (contact or near 
contact in vocal tract)contact in vocal tract)

 [Syl(labic)]: sounds which function as syllable nuclei[Syl(labic)]: sounds which function as syllable nuclei
 segments constituting a syllabic peak (= head of syllable)segments constituting a syllabic peak (= head of syllable)

 [Son(orant)]: produced with a high degree of acoustic [Son(orant)]: produced with a high degree of acoustic 
energyenergy
 with a vocal cavity disposition which with a vocal cavity disposition which makes spontaneous makes spontaneous 

voicing easyvoicing easy
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Major Class FeaturesMajor Class Features
 [Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in [Cons(onantal)]: produced with a close constriction in 

the oral cavity the oral cavity 
 sustained vocal tract constriction at least equal to that sustained vocal tract constriction at least equal to that 

required in the production of fricatives (contact or near required in the production of fricatives (contact or near 
contact in vocal tract)contact in vocal tract)

 [Syl(labic)]: sounds which function as syllable nuclei[Syl(labic)]: sounds which function as syllable nuclei
 segments constituting a syllabic peak (= head of syllable)segments constituting a syllabic peak (= head of syllable)

 [Son(orant)]: produced with a high degree of acoustic [Son(orant)]: produced with a high degree of acoustic 
energyenergy
 with a vocal cavity disposition which makes spontaneous with a vocal cavity disposition which makes spontaneous 

voicing easyvoicing easy
 relatively relatively free air passagefree air passage either through mouth or nose either through mouth or nose
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 these three features provide the following distinctions these three features provide the following distinctions 
among the sounds of language:among the sounds of language:
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Manner FeaturesManner Features

 [Cont(inuant)]: sounds made [Cont(inuant)]: sounds made without completely without completely 
blocking the flow of airblocking the flow of air, e.g. fricatives, glides, , e.g. fricatives, glides, 
liquids, vowelsliquids, vowels
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Manner FeaturesManner Features

 [Cont(inuant)]: sounds made without completely [Cont(inuant)]: sounds made without completely 
blocking the flow of air, e.g. fricatives, glides, liquids, blocking the flow of air, e.g. fricatives, glides, liquids, 
vowels;  vowels;  
 stops, affricates, nasalsstops, affricates, nasals are [- continuant] are [- continuant]
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Manner FeaturesManner Features

 [Cont(inuant)]: sounds made without completely [Cont(inuant)]: sounds made without completely 
blocking the flow of air, e.g. fricatives, glides, liquids, blocking the flow of air, e.g. fricatives, glides, liquids, 
vowels;  vowels;  
 stops, affricates, nasals are [- continuant]stops, affricates, nasals are [- continuant]

 [Nasal]: air passes via [Nasal]: air passes via nasal cavitynasal cavity; lowering of ; lowering of 
velum, e.g. [m], [n], etc.velum, e.g. [m], [n], etc.  
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Manner FeaturesManner Features

 [Cont(inuant)]: sounds made without completely [Cont(inuant)]: sounds made without completely 
blocking the flow of air, e.g. fricatives, glides, liquids, blocking the flow of air, e.g. fricatives, glides, liquids, 
vowels;  vowels;  
 stops, affricates, nasals are [- continuant]stops, affricates, nasals are [- continuant]

 [Nasal]: air passes via nasal cavity; lowering of [Nasal]: air passes via nasal cavity; lowering of 
velum, e.g. [m], [n], etc.velum, e.g. [m], [n], etc.  

 [Lat(eral)]: distinguishes sounds made with the [Lat(eral)]: distinguishes sounds made with the side side 
of the tongueof the tongue approaching or contacting the sides of  approaching or contacting the sides of 
the oral cavity, e.g. /l/the oral cavity, e.g. /l/
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Manner FeaturesManner Features

 [Cont(inuant)]: sounds made without completely [Cont(inuant)]: sounds made without completely 
blocking the flow of air, e.g. fricatives, glides, liquids, blocking the flow of air, e.g. fricatives, glides, liquids, 
vowels;  vowels;  
 stops, affricates, nasals are [- continuant]stops, affricates, nasals are [- continuant]

 [Nasal]: air passes via nasal cavity; lowering of [Nasal]: air passes via nasal cavity; lowering of 
velum, e.g. [m], [n], etc.velum, e.g. [m], [n], etc.  

 [Lat(eral)]: distinguishes sounds made with the side [Lat(eral)]: distinguishes sounds made with the side 
of the tongue approaching or contacting the sides of of the tongue approaching or contacting the sides of 
the oral cavity, e.g. /l/the oral cavity, e.g. /l/
 most useful in most useful in distinguishing /l/-sounds from /r/-soundsdistinguishing /l/-sounds from /r/-sounds
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Laryngeal FeaturesLaryngeal Features
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Laryngeal FeaturesLaryngeal Features

 [Voiced]: periodic [Voiced]: periodic vibrationvibration of vocal cords of vocal cords
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Laryngeal FeaturesLaryngeal Features

 [Voiced]: periodic vibration of vocal cords[Voiced]: periodic vibration of vocal cords
 [Spread Glottis]: aspirated sounds generated [Spread Glottis]: aspirated sounds generated 

with the with the vocal cords apartvocal cords apart
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Laryngeal FeaturesLaryngeal Features

 [Voiced]: periodic vibration of vocal cords[Voiced]: periodic vibration of vocal cords
 [Spread Glottis]: aspirated sounds generated [Spread Glottis]: aspirated sounds generated 

with the vocal cords apartwith the vocal cords apart
 produces non-periodic (produces non-periodic (noisenoise) component in ) component in 

acoustic signalacoustic signal
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Laryngeal FeaturesLaryngeal Features

 [Voiced]: periodic vibration of vocal cords[Voiced]: periodic vibration of vocal cords
 [Spread Glottis]: aspirated sounds generated [Spread Glottis]: aspirated sounds generated 

with the vocal cords apartwith the vocal cords apart
 produces non-periodic (noise) component in produces non-periodic (noise) component in 

acoustic signalacoustic signal
 [Constricted Glottis]: produced with vocal [Constricted Glottis]: produced with vocal 

cords drawn together (cords drawn together (glottalizedglottalized sounds) sounds)
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StridentStrident

 [Strident]:[Strident]:  produced with produced with complex constrictioncomplex constriction  
forcing the forcing the airstream to strike two surfacesairstream to strike two surfaces
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StridentStrident

 [Strident]:[Strident]:  produced with complex constriction produced with complex constriction 
forcing the airstream to strike two surfacesforcing the airstream to strike two surfaces
 producing producing high-intensity fricativehigh-intensity fricative sounds sounds
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StridentStrident

 [Strident]:[Strident]:  produced with complex constriction produced with complex constriction 
forcing the airstream to strike two surfacesforcing the airstream to strike two surfaces
 producing high-intensity fricative soundsproducing high-intensity fricative sounds
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Cavity FeaturesCavity Features
 position in mouth:position in mouth:
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Cavity FeaturesCavity Features
 position in mouth:  position in mouth:  AnteriorAnterior
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Cavity FeaturesCavity Features
 position in mouth:  Anterior, position in mouth:  Anterior, CoronalCoronal
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Cavity FeaturesCavity Features
 position in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, position in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, LabialLabial
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Cavity FeaturesCavity Features
 position in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, position in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, DorsalDorsal
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Cavity FeaturesCavity Features
 position in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, Dorsalposition in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, Dorsal
 [Anterior]: produced with an obstruction that is [Anterior]: produced with an obstruction that is 

located located in front of the palato-alveolar regionin front of the palato-alveolar region
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Cavity FeaturesCavity Features
 position in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, Dorsalposition in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, Dorsal
 [Anterior]: produced with an obstruction that is [Anterior]: produced with an obstruction that is 

located in front of the palato-alveolar regionlocated in front of the palato-alveolar region
 [Coronal]: produced with the blade of the tongue [Coronal]: produced with the blade of the tongue 

raised from its neutral position towards teeth or hard raised from its neutral position towards teeth or hard 
palatepalate  
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Cavity FeaturesCavity Features
 position in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, Dorsalposition in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, Dorsal
 [Anterior]: produced with an obstruction that is [Anterior]: produced with an obstruction that is 

located in front of the palato-alveolar regionlocated in front of the palato-alveolar region
 [Coronal]: produced with the blade of the tongue [Coronal]: produced with the blade of the tongue 

raised from its neutral position towards teeth or hard raised from its neutral position towards teeth or hard 
palate palate 
 from from dentaldental to  to alveo-palatals (= post-alveolar)alveo-palatals (= post-alveolar)
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Cavity FeaturesCavity Features
 position in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, Dorsalposition in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, Dorsal
 [Anterior]: produced with an obstruction that is [Anterior]: produced with an obstruction that is 

located in front of the palato-alveolar regionlocated in front of the palato-alveolar region
 [Coronal]: produced with the blade of the tongue [Coronal]: produced with the blade of the tongue 

raised from its neutral position towards teeth or hard raised from its neutral position towards teeth or hard 
palate palate 
 from dental to alveo-palatalsfrom dental to alveo-palatals

 [Labial]: produced with an obstruction that is located [Labial]: produced with an obstruction that is located 
at the at the lip(s)lip(s)
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Cavity FeaturesCavity Features
 position in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, Dorsalposition in mouth:  Anterior, Coronal, Labial, Dorsal
 [Anterior]: produced with an obstruction that is [Anterior]: produced with an obstruction that is 

located in front of the palato-alveolar regionlocated in front of the palato-alveolar region
 [Coronal]: produced with the blade of the tongue [Coronal]: produced with the blade of the tongue 

raised from its neutral position towards teeth or hard raised from its neutral position towards teeth or hard 
palate palate 
 from dental to alveo-palatalsfrom dental to alveo-palatals

 [Labial]: produced with an obstruction that is located [Labial]: produced with an obstruction that is located 
at the lip(s)at the lip(s)

 [Dorsal]: produced with an obstruction made with the [Dorsal]: produced with an obstruction made with the 
back of the tongueback of the tongue
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[Distributed][Distributed]

 [Distrib(uted)]: produced with a constriction that [Distrib(uted)]: produced with a constriction that 
extends for a considerable distanceextends for a considerable distance along the  along the 
direction of the air flowdirection of the air flow
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[Distributed][Distributed]

 [Distrib(uted)]: produced with a constriction that [Distrib(uted)]: produced with a constriction that 
extends for a considerable distance along the extends for a considerable distance along the 
direction of the air flowdirection of the air flow
 a constriction that extends for a considerable distance along a constriction that extends for a considerable distance along 

the mid-saggital axis of oral tract (sounds produced  with the mid-saggital axis of oral tract (sounds produced  with 
blade or front of tongue vs those made with tip)blade or front of tongue vs those made with tip)
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[Distributed][Distributed]

 [Distrib(uted)]: produced with a constriction that [Distrib(uted)]: produced with a constriction that 
extends for a considerable distance along the extends for a considerable distance along the 
direction of the air flowdirection of the air flow
 a constriction that extends for a considerable distance along a constriction that extends for a considerable distance along 

the mid-saggital axis of oral tract (sounds produced  with the mid-saggital axis of oral tract (sounds produced  with 
blade or front of tongue vs those made with tip)blade or front of tongue vs those made with tip)

 useful for distinguishing among the fricatives:useful for distinguishing among the fricatives:
                f/vf/v θ/ðθ/ð s/zs/z ʃ/ʒʃ/ʒ

 [Distrib] [Distrib]   -  -   -  -  + +  + +
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Vowel Place FeaturesVowel Place Features
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Vowel Place FeaturesVowel Place Features

 neutral position of body of tongue = assumed to be neutral position of body of tongue = assumed to be 
relaxed and central, approximating the configuration relaxed and central, approximating the configuration 
found in schwa (as in English ‘soffound in schwa (as in English ‘sofaa’)’)
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Vowel Place FeaturesVowel Place Features

 neutral position of body of tongue = assumed to be neutral position of body of tongue = assumed to be 
relaxed and central, approximating the configuration relaxed and central, approximating the configuration 
found in schwa (as in English ‘soffound in schwa (as in English ‘sofaa’)’)

 [[HighHigh]: ]: produced by produced by raising raising body of tongue above body of tongue above 
level it occupies in neutral positionlevel it occupies in neutral position
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Vowel Place FeaturesVowel Place Features

 neutral position of body of tongue = assumed to be neutral position of body of tongue = assumed to be 
relaxed and central, approximating the configuration relaxed and central, approximating the configuration 
found in schwa (as in English ‘soffound in schwa (as in English ‘sofaa’)’)

 [[HighHigh]: ]: produced by raising body of tongue above produced by raising body of tongue above 
level it occupies in neutral positionlevel it occupies in neutral position

 [[Back]: produced by Back]: produced by retractingretracting body of tongue from  body of tongue from 
neutral positionneutral position
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Vowel Place FeaturesVowel Place Features

 neutral position of body of tongue = assumed to be neutral position of body of tongue = assumed to be 
relaxed and central, approximating the configuration relaxed and central, approximating the configuration 
found in schwa (as in English ‘soffound in schwa (as in English ‘sofaa’)’)

 [[HighHigh]: ]: produced by raising body of tongue above produced by raising body of tongue above 
level it occupies in neutral positionlevel it occupies in neutral position

 [[Back]: produced by retracting body of tongue from Back]: produced by retracting body of tongue from 
neutral positionneutral position

 [[LowLow]: ]: produced by produced by loweringlowering body of tongue below  body of tongue below 
level it occupies in neutral positionlevel it occupies in neutral position
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Secondary ArticulationsSecondary Articulations
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Secondary ArticulationsSecondary Articulations

 [[Round]:  produced with rounding (and consequent Round]:  produced with rounding (and consequent 
narrowing) of narrowing) of lip orificelip orifice
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Secondary ArticulationsSecondary Articulations

 [[Round]:  produced with rounding (and consequent Round]:  produced with rounding (and consequent 
narrowing) of lip orificenarrowing) of lip orifice

 [[ATR]:  advanced tongue rootATR]:  advanced tongue root
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Secondary ArticulationsSecondary Articulations

 [[Round]:  produced with rounding (and consequent Round]:  produced with rounding (and consequent 
narrowing) of lip orificenarrowing) of lip orifice

 [[ATR]:  advanced tongue rootATR]:  advanced tongue root
 Used to distinguish Used to distinguish tensetense and  and laxlax vowels vowels
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Secondary ArticulationsSecondary Articulations

 [[Round]:  produced with rounding (and consequent Round]:  produced with rounding (and consequent 
narrowing) of lip orificenarrowing) of lip orifice

 [[ATR]:  advanced tongue rootATR]:  advanced tongue root
 Used to distinguish tense and lax vowelsUsed to distinguish tense and lax vowels

 [Del(ayed) Rel(ease)]: distinguishes stops from [Del(ayed) Rel(ease)]: distinguishes stops from 
affricatesaffricates
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Secondary ArticulationsSecondary Articulations

 [[Round]:  produced with rounding (and consequent Round]:  produced with rounding (and consequent 
narrowing) of lip orificenarrowing) of lip orifice

 [[ATR]:  advanced tongue rootATR]:  advanced tongue root
 Used to distinguish tense and lax vowelsUsed to distinguish tense and lax vowels

 [Del(ayed) Rel(ease)]: distinguishes stops from [Del(ayed) Rel(ease)]: distinguishes stops from 
affricatesaffricates

 [[Tense]: involves Tense]: involves greater degree of constrictiongreater degree of constriction than  than 
lax counterpartslax counterparts
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The EndThe End
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